Improvement plan for Truro Primary School
2019 to 2021

School name

Truro Primary School

Click to upload school logo

Vision statement

Truro Primary School facilitates a quality learning
environment that results in individual excellence in
learning and care for all learners.
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Plan summary
This table will be automatically populated
to provide a summary of your plan.

Goals

Targets

Literacy - Increase R-2 student For the cohort enrolled in Year R-2, 70% + of students will
achieve the DfE Running Record SEA in Term 4
achievement in reading
For the cohort enrolled in Year R-2, 85% + of students will
achieve the DfE Running Record SEA in Term 4

Challenge of practice
If we explicitly and consistently teach the big six
components of reading, we will increase the student
achievement in reading in Years Reception to Year 2,
particularly 'interpreting explicit information'.

For the cohort enrolled in Year R-2, 95% + of students in
will achieve the DfE Running Record SEA in Term 4

Literacy - Raise Year 4, 5,6, 7
(One Class) Reading
Comprehension progress

For the cohort enrolled in Year 4,5,6,7, 60 % + of students will achieve full scale score point improvement
in PAT Reading Comprehension. Individual targets for NEP/Special Needs students included in their NEP.

For the cohort enrolled in Year 4,5,6,7 85% + of students will achieve full scale
score point improvement in PAT Reading Comprehension. Individual targets for
NEP/Special Needs students are included in their NEP

If we explicitly and rigorously teach students reading
comprehension strategies, particularly 'interpreting
explicit information', our students will increase their
progress in reading in Years 4-7.

For the cohort enrolled in Year 4,5,6,7 95 % + of students will achieve full scale
score point improvement in PAT in Reading Comprehension. Individual targets for
NEP/Special Needs students are included in their NEP.

Numeracy - Raise
achievement of students in
developing strategies to
successfully solve multi-step
problems

In 2019, students in:
Years R-3 will be confident in BIIN strategies trusting the count and Place Value in authentic problem solving, evidenced by an increase in correct
answers to number questions in PAT and TTC testing. Individual targets for NEP/Special Needs students are included in their NEP.
Years 4-7 will have mastered BIIN strategies trusting the count and Place Value and multiplicative thinking in authentic problem solving, according
to testing. Individual targets for NEP/Special Needs students are included in their NEP.

In 2020, Year 4-7 students will confidently use the four stages of problem solving in number, evidenced by a
50% + increase in correct PATM answers in number, involving multi-step problems. Individual targets for
NEP/Special Needs students are included in their NEP.

If we explicitly teach students problem solving
strategies in BIIN, we will increase student
achievement in multi-step problem solving tasks.

n 2021, Year 4-7 students will confidently solve multi-step problems, evidenced by a
further 20% + increase in correct PATM answers in number, involving multi -step
processes. Individual targets for NEP/Special Needs students are included in their NEP
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Improvement plan for Truro Primary School

2019 to 2021

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 of 2018 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.
• Publish your school improvement plan on your school website.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published on your website.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should inform the
Improvement Planning and Outcomes section of your annual report to the school community.
• Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice, contact:
Andrew Wells
Review, Improvement and Accountability Manager
Phone: 8226 1576
Andrew.Wells@sa.gov.au
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Step 1

Analyse and prioritise

Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3
goals and annual targets for student learning improvement in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goals
Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

Targets
Literacy - Increase R-2 student
achievement in reading

Literacy - Raise Year 4, 5,6, 7 (One
Class) Reading Comprehension
progress

Numeracy - Raise achievement of
students in developing strategies to
successfully solve multi-step problems

2019

For the cohort enrolled in Year R-2, 70% + of students will achieve the DfE
Running Record SEA in Term 4

2020

For the cohort enrolled in Year R-2, 85% + of students will achieve the DfE
Running Record SEA in Term 4

2021

For the cohort enrolled in Year R-2, 95% + of students in will achieve the DfE
Running Record SEA in Term 4

2019

For the cohort enrolled in Year 4,5,6,7, 60 % + of students will achieve full scale score point improvement in
PAT Reading Comprehension. Individual targets for NEP/Special Needs students included in their NEP.

2020

For the cohort enrolled in Year 4,5,6,7 85% + of students will achieve full scale score point improvement in
PAT Reading Comprehension. Individual targets for NEP/Special Needs students are included in their NEP

2021

For the cohort enrolled in Year 4,5,6,7 95 % + of students will achieve full scale score point improvement in
PAT in Reading Comprehension. Individual targets for NEP/Special Needs students are included in their
NEP.

2019
2020
2021

In 2019, students in:
Years R-3 will be confident in BIIN strategies trusting the count and Place Value in authentic problem solving, evidenced by an increase in correct answers to number questions in
PAT and TTC testing. Individual targets for NEP/Special Needs students are included in their NEP.
Years 4-7 will have mastered BIIN strategies trusting the count and Place Value and multiplicative thinking in authentic problem solving, according to testing. Individual targets for
NEP/Special Needs students are included in their NEP.

In 2020, Year 4-7 students will confidently use the four stages of problem solving in number, evidenced by a 50% + increase in correct
PATM answers in number, involving multi-step problems. Individual targets for NEP/Special Needs students are included in their NEP.

n 2021, Year 4-7 students will confidently solve multi-step problems, evidenced by a further 20% + increase
in correct PATM answers in number, involving multi -step processes. Individual targets for NEP/Special
Needs students are included in their NEP
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Step 2

Determine challenge of practice

Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the
question ‘What areas of practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of
practice for each goal in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Challenge of practice
Goal 1

If we explicitly and consistently teach the big six components of reading, we will increase the student achievement in reading in
Years Reception to Year 2, particularly 'interpreting explicit information'.

Goal 2

If we explicitly and rigorously teach students reading comprehension strategies, particularly 'interpreting explicit information', our
students will increase their progress in reading in Years 4-7.

Goal 3

If we explicitly teach students problem solving strategies in BIIN, we will increase student achievement in multi-step problem
solving tasks.
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Step 3

Plan actions for improvement

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ Specify your
actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goal 1
Challenge of practice

Actions

Literacy - Increase R-2 student achievement in reading

If we explicitly and consistently teach the big six components of reading, we will increase the student
achievement in reading in Years Reception to Year 2, particularly 'interpreting explicit information'.

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Programme for and deliver quality
oral language (OLSEL), phonics
(Jolly Phonics) education and
reading (BIG 6) programme in
Reception,Year One and Two

Week 2
Term
1,2,3,4

Principal to meet with JP R,1, 2 Teacher
Year 2,3 Teacher to monitor reading
programme for the term, including Guided
Reading programme

Training for new staff member
PM Schedule of expectations

$1,000

Teach Reading Comprehension
Strategies explicitly

Weekly
from Week
2

Principal and peers (arranged) to observe
explicit reading comprehension strategies
lesson for R,1,2 students Week 5
in first semeste

AITSL observation chart
Sheena Cameron's Reading Comprehension
Strategies
PAT Resources - individual question analysis
response lessons

Plan and deliver quality Guided
Reading Programme

Week 2

see Action One

Guided Readers Early Years
Rainbow Readers - Special Needs
Dandelion Readers

$1,000
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Step 3 continued
Goal 1 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Literacy - Increase R-2 student achievement in reading
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Engage Play Centre in JP
literacy/literature sharing sessions,
Produce 'Literacy Packs" for Play
Centre preschoolers to engage with at
home and expose to high quality
literature examples

In Weekd
4,8

Plan specific differentiation and
intervention for those students
below RR level

From Week NEP?ILP's will be completed and
4 Term One intervention in place in reading for those
below standard at the previous end of year,
according to running records/PAT data

SSO time allocation 1.5 hr/week $2,000
Synthetic readers for intervention
including pen

Deliver close practise for students

Weekly

Close activities for year levels

JP teacher and Play Centre leader to co plan Literacy Packs
organisation for Literacy Share and Literacy Camera per class
Pack usage
Literacy share cards

R-2 teachers will deliver one close activity
per week

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

$500
$400

$4,900

*Play Centre and JP students will engage in Literature by borrowing Literacy Packs
*Students will become adept at accurately completing close activities, monitored each term
*Tracked Running Record levels and PAT R data will show scale score/SEA RR levels improvement for each
student
*Students with Special needs will make progress according to NEP/ILP targets
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 2

Literacy - Raise Year 4, 5,6, 7 (One Class) Reading Comprehension progress

Challenge of practice

If we explicitly and rigorously teach students reading comprehension strategies, particularly 'interpreting
explicit information', our students will increase their progress in reading in Years 4-7.

Actions

Teach Reading Comprehension
Strategies explicitly weekly

Timeline

weekly

Plan and deliver quality Guided
Week 2 T1
Reading Programme from Week 2
Term One

Plan specific differentiation and
intervention for those students
below RR level 30 and PATR
Scale Score

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

4,5,6,7 teacher to teach 'interpreting explicit
information' explicitly using high quality
examples

PAT Resources
Examples

Principal to meet with Year 4,5,6,7 Teacher
to monitor reading programme for the term,
including Guided Reading programme

Guided Reading Books
Rainbow Reader with pen for NEP

Weeks 4 T1 NEP?ILP's will be completed and intervention SSO time allocation 1.5hr /week
in place in reading for those below standard
at the previous end of year, according to
running records/PAT data

$2,000
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Step 3 continued
Goal 2 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Literacy - Raise Year 4, 5,6, 7 (One Class) Reading Comprehension progress
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Programme for and deliver quality
oral language phonics (42 JPh
sounds), phonemic awareness,
fluency, comprehension,
vocabulary education.

Principal to meet with Year 5,6,7 Teacher
to monitor reading programme for the term,
including Guided Reading programme

Training for untrained teachers $1,000
Programming ideas for Graduate teachers

Reading Comprehension
Term one or
Strategies teaching to be observed two
twice per year
Three or
four

Principal and/or peer to observe quality
teaching in reading comprehension
strategies ( 'interpreting explicit information'),
in first semeste

AITSEL observation chart
Sheena Cameron's Reading Comprehension
Strategies
PAT Resources - individual question analysis
response lessons

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

$3,000

*Students in Years 5,6,7 will make total Scale Score Improvement over year
*Students will improve in 'interpret explicit information' in PATR tests
*Students with learning difficulties will make progress according to NEP/ILP individual targets
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3

Numeracy - Raise achievement of students in developing strategies to successfully solve multi-step problems

Challenge of practice

If we explicitly teach students problem solving strategies in BIIN, we will increase student achievement in
multi-step problem solving tasks.

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Review training in BIIN through
staff meeting, including formative
assessment and moderation and
feedback

Week 3,5,7 Principal to organise re-training on BIIN,
staff
Learning Design and Moderation and
meeting
feedback of Number strategies
term 1 and
2

Stamford maths
BIIN Notes
LDAM Strategy

Develop quality planning in Big Ideas in
Number (LDAM) in Authentic contexts/tasks
Trusting the Count
Place Value
Multiplicative Thinking strategies (may be in
Authentic contexts)

Termly PM
Week

Principal and Year 4-7 teacher to review
Planning proformas
teachers Numeracy programme each term in
PM Meetings

Observe teachers teaching a Big
Idea in Number problem solving
lesson (strategy) and encourage
peer observations

first
semester

Principal and/or peer (arranged) to observe
and give feedback on lesson.

$1,000

AITSL observation
?Strategy Checklist
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Step 3 continued
Goal 3 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Numeracy - Raise achievement of students in developing strategies to successfully solve multi-step problems

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Test students in Week 5 on
Trusting the Count - put in place
intervention for those who don't
demonstrate TTC

Wk 5 T1

Teachers test those students who don't Trust BIIN Test
the Count and new students at end of first
MfLI Intervention Kit
term
SSO time 3 hrs/week
T1-TTC
T3 Pl V MTh
T2 - TTC Pl V
T4 Prob Solv

Reflection time planned and
executed weekly for student
dialogue to articulate and share
strategies/thinking applied during
the lesson/problem solving task

Weekly

Teachers build in reflection time prior, during Class/student reflection journal/blog
and at least last 10 minutes (mins) of every
numeracy lesson and record in class
reflection journal

BIIN ideas and lessons share in
staff meetings and co-design
opportunities

Every 3
weeks on
roster

Teachers share successful lessons or
reflections of teaching BIIN
Principal to develop roster
Teachers to be released for co-planning in
Authentic contexts
Total financial resources allocated

Success criteria

Teacher release
roster

$4,000

$1,000

$6,000

Students will successfully Trust the Count in testing Week 5
*Students metacognition will increase
*Student TTC by end T2
*Students will be confident to work with problem solving processes to solve authentic number problems
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School improvement plan

Approvals

Approved by principal

Name

Di Robertson

Date

5.12.18

Approved by governing council chairperson

Name

Chloe Bartel

Date

28.12.18

Approved by education director

Name

Date
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